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Gazing beyond the Standard Model

❖ Standard Model (SM): our current theory of matter and interaction


❖ Unfortunately, it cannot provide a complete 
description of the Universe: 
 → Higgs Mass is unprotected against quantum 
      corrections in the SM: 
 → Baryogenesis: 
 
 
 → Neutrino physics 
 → Dark Matter… 


❖ No hints of physics beyond the Standard Model, but: 
 → Still room for BSM decay of Higgs boson 
     (Branching Fraction h→BSM < 34% at 95% CL) 
 → Also: are we looking in the right place? 
      → Hidden sectors with only tiny interactions with the SM 
           (displaced signatures, stopped LLP, etc..)
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Leave no stone unturned

❖ We want to make the best use of the 
data produced by the LHC


❖ Many searches ( > 700 papers) 
 → Exotica leads the #publications 
 → SM lead only until 2012


❖ Rushing over tons of results is not 
interesting (results are public anyway) 
 → Focus on a couple of areas: 
     ■ Higgs decay to light bosons 
     ■ Di-Higgs searches


❖ Bonus slides: novel techniques 
 → Heavy Mass Estimator 
 → Parametric Deep Neural Network

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/
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Higgs decay to light bosons: why?

Exo@c'h'boson'decays'
What'are'the'mo<va<ons'for'the'
existence'of'exo<c'h(125)'decays?'

"  The'scalar'sector'is'the'least'known'SM'sector'
"  The'h'boson'has'a'very'narrow'width:'even'

small'couplings'to'new'par@cles'could'lead'to'
sizeable'B(h!BSM)'

"  There'is'no'strong'reason'such'decays'do'not'
exist'

"  The'scalar'sector'could'be'a'portal'to'dark'
maLer'

"  Easily'integrable'in'various'models'compa@ble'
with'all'LHC'measurements'so'far'(2HDM+S'
including'the'NMSSM,'dark'maLer,'…)'

2"Cécile'Caillol,'University'of'Wisconsin=Madison'

❖ Scalar sector: the least known sector!


❖ Higgs has a narrow width: small coupling 
could lead to sizable Br(h→BSM)


❖ Possible portal to dark matter 


❖ Compatible with several models: 
(2HDM+S including NMSSM, DM…)


❖ Could allow model independent limits 
to be interpreted in you favorite model 
(even dark SUSY with displaced γD)


❖ Rich topology: 
 → bb, μμ, ττ final states 
 → Depends on the light boson mass (i.e. its BR)

ref

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-15-002/index.html
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Reminder: RunI results

�5

Sensitive to 
Br(h→aa)=1 
if σ(h)=σSM 

NMSSM-like 
(fermionic couplings 

suppressed for down-type 
fermions for tan β < 1 

(enhanced for tan β > 1) )

Boosted  
Reconstruction 

techniques

arXiv:1701.02032
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1 Introduction
The observation of a Higgs-like boson [1, 2] with a mass near 125 GeV/c

2 in searches for the
standard model (SM) Higgs boson [3–5] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) raises the critical
question of whether the new particle is in fact the SM Higgs boson. The precision of the com-
parisons of the new particle’s production and decay properties with the final states predicted
by the SM will improve with additional data. However, distinguishing a true SM Higgs boson
from a non-SM Higgs bosons with couplings moderately different from the SM values will re-
main a challenge. Searches for non-SM Higgs boson production and decay modes are therefore
particularly timely as they provide a complementary path, which in many cases can allow a
discovery or rule out broad ranges of new physics scenarios with existing data.

We present an analysis that explores one of the non-SM decay modes of Higgs boson (h), which
includes production of two new light bosons (a), each of which subsequently decay to boosted
pairs of oppositely charged muons isolated from the rest of the event activity:

h ! 2a + X ! 4µ + X,

where X denotes possible additional particles from cascade decays of a Higgs boson.

The Higgs boson production cross section may or may not be enhanced compared to the SM,
depending on the specific parameters of the model. The search described in this paper is de-
signed to be independent of the details of specific models, and the results can be interpreted in
the context of other models predicting the production of the same final states. We also study
two specific scenarios: next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) and super-
symmentric models with additional “hidden” or “dark” sectors (Dark SUSY).

Figure 1: Left: Feynman diagram of the NMSSM benchmark process h1,2 ! 2a1 ! 4µ. Right:
Feynman diagram of the dark-SUSY benchmark process h ! 2n1 ! 2nD + 2gD ! 2nD + 4µ.
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The NMSSM [6–14] extends the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [15–17] by
an additional gauge singlet field under new U(1)PQ symmetry in the Higgs sector of the su-
perpotential. Compared to the MSSM, the NMSSM naturally generates the mass parameter µ
in the Higgs superpotential at the electroweak scale [18] and significantly reduces the amount
of fine tuning required [19–21]. The Higgs sector of the NMSSM consists of 3 CP-even Higgs
bosons h1,2,3 and 2 CP-odd Higgs bosons a1,2. In the NMSSM, the CP-even Higgs bosons h1
and h2 can decay via h1,2 ! 2a1, where one of the h1 or h2 is a SM-like Higgs boson that could
correspond to the newly observed state at the LHC with a mass near 125 GeV/c

2 [1, 2] and a1
is a new CP-odd light Higgs boson [22–26]. The Higgs boson production cross section may
differ substantially from that of the SM, depending on the parameters of a specific model. The
new light boson a1 couples weakly to SM particles, with the coupling to fermions proportional
to the fermion mass, and can have a substantial branching fraction B(a1 ! µ+µ�) if its mass

�6

H→aa→μμμμ (NMSSM)

❖ Signal: 
→ Pair production of new light bosons, each   
     decaying into a pair of muons


❖ Selection: 
 → PT1>17 GeV; |η1| <0.9; PT2,3,4 > 8 GeV 
 → |z1µµ − z2µµ| < 1 mm 


❖ Main background: 
→ bb̅, double J/Ψ (SPS and DPS) 
→ Data-driven estimation


❖ Excess searched on the diagonal: 
|m1µµ−m2µµ| < 0.13 GeV + 0.065(m1µµ + m2µµ)/2 
 → Model independent search  
 → Right: NMSSM benchmark model 
      ■ Assume SM-like production σ for h1,2 

             to simplify interpretation

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-035/index.html

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-035/index.html
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H→aa→μμμμ (dark SUSY)

1

1 Introduction
The observation of a Higgs-like boson [1, 2] with a mass near 125 GeV/c

2 in searches for the
standard model (SM) Higgs boson [3–5] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) raises the critical
question of whether the new particle is in fact the SM Higgs boson. The precision of the com-
parisons of the new particle’s production and decay properties with the final states predicted
by the SM will improve with additional data. However, distinguishing a true SM Higgs boson
from a non-SM Higgs bosons with couplings moderately different from the SM values will re-
main a challenge. Searches for non-SM Higgs boson production and decay modes are therefore
particularly timely as they provide a complementary path, which in many cases can allow a
discovery or rule out broad ranges of new physics scenarios with existing data.

We present an analysis that explores one of the non-SM decay modes of Higgs boson (h), which
includes production of two new light bosons (a), each of which subsequently decay to boosted
pairs of oppositely charged muons isolated from the rest of the event activity:

h ! 2a + X ! 4µ + X,

where X denotes possible additional particles from cascade decays of a Higgs boson.

The Higgs boson production cross section may or may not be enhanced compared to the SM,
depending on the specific parameters of the model. The search described in this paper is de-
signed to be independent of the details of specific models, and the results can be interpreted in
the context of other models predicting the production of the same final states. We also study
two specific scenarios: next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) and super-
symmentric models with additional “hidden” or “dark” sectors (Dark SUSY).

Figure 1: Left: Feynman diagram of the NMSSM benchmark process h1,2 ! 2a1 ! 4µ. Right:
Feynman diagram of the dark-SUSY benchmark process h ! 2n1 ! 2nD + 2gD ! 2nD + 4µ.
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The NMSSM [6–14] extends the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [15–17] by
an additional gauge singlet field under new U(1)PQ symmetry in the Higgs sector of the su-
perpotential. Compared to the MSSM, the NMSSM naturally generates the mass parameter µ
in the Higgs superpotential at the electroweak scale [18] and significantly reduces the amount
of fine tuning required [19–21]. The Higgs sector of the NMSSM consists of 3 CP-even Higgs
bosons h1,2,3 and 2 CP-odd Higgs bosons a1,2. In the NMSSM, the CP-even Higgs bosons h1
and h2 can decay via h1,2 ! 2a1, where one of the h1 or h2 is a SM-like Higgs boson that could
correspond to the newly observed state at the LHC with a mass near 125 GeV/c

2 [1, 2] and a1
is a new CP-odd light Higgs boson [22–26]. The Higgs boson production cross section may
differ substantially from that of the SM, depending on the parameters of a specific model. The
new light boson a1 couples weakly to SM particles, with the coupling to fermions proportional
to the fermion mass, and can have a substantial branching fraction B(a1 ! µ+µ�) if its mass

❖ Additional benchmark: dark SUSY 
 h → n1n1 →nDnDγDγD+X 
 → Dark photons could have an appreciable 
      life-time before decay  
 → Dark photons are generated with m(γ) in the range 
      0.25–2.0 GeV and a decay length 
      in the range of 0–20 mm


❖ Flat reconstruction efficiency vs cτ 
(to assure model independence)


❖ 95% CL limit on H boson production σ⋅B.R. 
 → The limit set in the [m(γD),ε] plane. 
 → Nice complementarity with ATLAS analysis 
      searching for decays far from the interaction point


❖ Plans: 
 → Search with full 2016 dataset close to approval 
 → Legacy RunII paper with mass extended up 
      to 60 GeV

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-035/index.html

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-035/index.html
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H→aa→ττττ

❖ Large branching fraction if coupling proportional to mass 
 → One high pT muon and boosted ττ 
      (one decaying to muon) 
 → Required same sign leptons to reduce DY


❖ Considered ggH/Zh/Wh/VBF production modes 
 → m(a) ϵ[5-15] GeV due to Br(a→ττ) 
 → Special technique for boosted τμτX: 
      ■ All jets checked for presence of τμ 
      ■ Jets with ≥ 1μ passing τμ cond. are used as seed 
      ■ Such μ is excluded from τ rec. algorithm (HPS) 
 → 2 search regions: low/high mT to separate 
      production modes


❖ Background: 
 → DY+jets, tt, QCD 
 → Data driven estimation in control region

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP10%282017%29076

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP10(2017)076
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H→aa→μμττ

❖ Four final states depending on τ decay: 
 → μμτeτμ, μμτeτh, μμτμτh, μμτhτh 

        (no τμτμ & τeτe, due to ambiguity)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2308654?ln=en
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Figure 4: Upper limits at 95% CL on (sh/sSM) ⇥ B(h ! aa ! 2µ2t), in the µµ + eµ (top
left), µµ + eth (top right), µµ + µth (center left), µµ + thth (center right) final states, and for the
combination of these final states (bottom). The h ! aa ! 4t process is considered as a part of
the signal, and is scaled with respect to the h ! aa ! 2µ2t signal using Eq.(1).

leptons couple to the second doublet and quarks to the first one, making it the most favorable
type of 2HDM+S for h ! aa ! 2µ2t decays at large tan b. In type IV, down-type quarks couple
to the second doublet while leptons and up-type quarks couple to the first doublet. With ma,
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Figure 3: Dimuon mass distributions in the µµ + eµ (top left), µµ + eth (top right), µµ + µth
(bottom left), and µµ + thth (bottom right) final states. The total background estimation and
its uncertainty are given by the black lines. The histograms for the two background compo-
nents are shown for illustrative purposes only as the background models are extracted from
unbinned fits. The signal model is drawn in blue above the background model: it includes
both h ! aa ! 2µ2t and h ! aa ! 4t, and is normalized using B(h ! aa ! 2µ2t) = 0.01%,
assuming the relation in Eq.(1) to determine the relative proportion of these processes. The
production cross section of the Higgs boson predicted in the SM is assumed.

and sh is the actual Higgs boson cross section in the same production modes. The limits are
shown in Fig. 4 for the individual final states and for their combination. The limits are the
tightest for the µµ + µth final state because the lepton pT thresholds are lower than in the
µµ + eth and µµ + thth final states, and because the branching fraction is larger than in the
µµ + eµ final state. The h ! aa ! 4t signal is assumed to scale according to Eq. (1) with
respect to the h ! aa ! 2µ2t signal. Alternatively, considering a null contribution from
h ! aa ! 4t, there is still no significant excess of data over the expected SM background and
the expected limits become less stringent by about 10%.

The results can be interpreted as upper limits on (sh/sSM) ⇥ B(h ! aa) in the different
2HDM+S models. Four 2HDM+S models forbid flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) at
tree level. In type I, all SM particles couple to the first doublet and the branching fractions of
the light pseudoscalar to SM particles are independent of tan b, defined as the ratio of the vac-
uum expectation value of the second doublet to that of the first doublet. In type II, leptons and
down-type quarks couple to the second doublet, and up-type quarks couple to the first doublet.
This leads to pseudoscalar decays to leptons and down-type fermions enhanced for tan b > 1.
In these two types, the analysis is sensitive to a cross section larger than about three times the
SM production cross section of the Higgs boson for B(h ! aa ! 2µ2t) = 100%. In type III,

1. Introduction 1

1 Introduction1

In 2012 the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations discovered a particle with a mass of 125 GeV [1–3]2

compatible with the Higgs boson predicted in the standard model (SM) of particle physics [4–3

9]. Although all the measurements of the couplings and properties of this particle indicate4

compatibility with the SM within the experimental uncertainties, the existence of exotic decays5

of the Higgs boson is still allowed. The combination of data collected at center-of-mass ener-6

gies of 7 and 8 TeV by ATLAS and CMS constrains branching fractions of the Higgs boson to7

particles beyond the SM to less than 34% at 95% confidence level (CL) [10].8

Many well-motivated exotic decays of the Higgs boson are proposed in theories beyond the9

SM [11]. A possible scenario consists of exotic Higgs boson decays to pairs of light pseu-10

doscalars, which subsequently decay to pairs of SM particles. Such a process would be al-11

lowed in two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) extended with a scalar singlet (2HDM+S) [11]. In12

2HDM+S, 5 scalar and 2 pseudoscalar particles are predicted: one of the scalars, h, can be com-13

patible with the discovered Higgs boson, while one of the pseudoscalars, a, can be light enough14

so that h ! aa decays are allowed. The next-to-minimal supersymmetric SM (NMSSM) is a15

particular case of 2HDM+S [12, 13].16

The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have set limits on exotic decays of the Higgs boson to17

a pair of light pseudoscalar bosons, in different final states and in various ranges of the pseu-18

doscalar mass, ma [14–20]. In particular, CMS published a null result in the search in the 2µ2t fi-19

nal state for 15.0 < ma < 62.5 GeV using data collected at a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV [14],20

and ATLAS reported a null result in the same final state at the same energy for 3.7 < ma < 50.021

GeV using special reconstruction techniques for Lorentz-boosted t lepton pairs [20].22

This paper presents a search for an exotic decay of the Higgs boson to a pair of light pseu-23

doscalar bosons in the final state of two muons and two t leptons. The analysis is based on24

data collected in 2016 by the CMS experiment in proton-proton (pp) collisions at a center-of-25

mass energy of 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb�1. Masses of the26

pseudoscalar boson between 15.0 and 62.5 GeV are probed. Below 15 GeV, the pseudoscalar27

bosons are Lorentz-boosted, causing their decay products to be collimated and to fail the isola-28

tion selection criteria used in this analysis. The analysis scans the reconstructed dimuon mass29

spectrum for a characteristic resonance structure. Four different final states are studied to cover30

the different possible t lepton decay modes: µµ+ eµ, µµ+ eth, µµ+ µth, and µµ+ thth, where31

th denotes a t lepton decaying hadronically. The µµ + ee and µµ + µµ final states are not con-32

sidered because of their smaller branching fractions and the large background contribution33

from Z boson pair production. The event selection and signal extraction used in this analysis34

have been optimized for the h ! aa ! 2µ2t decay channel, where h has a mass of 125 GeV.35

Events from the h ! aa ! 4t process can also enter the signal region when at least two of36

the t leptons decay leptonically to muons and neutrinos. These events are treated as a part37

of the signal even if they do not exhibit a narrow dimuon mass peak. Assuming 2HDM-like38

scenarios, the ratio of the branching fractions of a ! 2µ and a ! 2t is proportional to the ratio39

of the squared masses of the muon and the t lepton:40

B(a ! 2µ)
B(a ! 2t)

=
m

2
µ

q
1 � (2mµ/ma)2

m2
t

p
1 � (2mt/ma)2

'
m

2
µ

m2
t

. (1)

Events are selected only if the invariant mass of the four objects in the final state is below41

100–130 GeV (depending on the final state) to enforce the compatibility with a Higgs boson de-42

cay. This criterion strongly suppresses both the background from events with genuine leptons,43

❖ In 3-muon final state the highest in pT is 
paired with the opposite one in sign 
 → 90% of the time is correct


❖ Large bkg removed by asking m4l ≲ 120  
If jet is b-tagged event is rejected


❖ Background: 
 → ZZ (from MC, NNLO) 
 → Z-WZ+jets 
     ◼ Shape: from data CR, where τ have same charge 
     ◼ Normalization: from data with 1 or 2 non-isolated τ  
        (reweighted for misidentification probability)

Assuming 
2HDM-like scenarios

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2308654?ln=en
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New'run=2'result:'h!aa!bbττ'
"  If'B(a!ff)'α'mf

2:'
"  Dominant'decay'is'a!bb'
"  Subleading'decay'is'a!ττ

"  h!aa!4b'decays'are'difficult'
to'trigger'(4'sob'b'jets),'except'
in'VH'produc@on'

'
"  h!aa!2b2τ'events'can'be'

triggered"in"ggF"based'on'the'
leptonic'decay'of'one'of'the'τ

'
"  In'the'NMSSM,'B(aa!2b2τ)'~'

10=15%'

7"

CMS$PAS$HIG$17$024/

Cécile'Caillol,'University'of'Wisconsin=Madison'

BR'in'2HDM+S'(2'doublets,'1'
singlet,'7'(pseudo)scalars)'
The'NMSSM'is'a'type'II'2HDM+S'

�10

H→aa→bbττ (New!)

Analysis'overview'
"  3'di=τ'final'states:'eτh,"µτh,"eµ"

"  τhτh'discarded'because'of'high'trigger'thresholds,'ee'and'µµ'discarded'
because'of'low'BR'and'large'backgrounds'

"  At'least'1"b"tagged"jet"(pT'>'20'GeV)'in'addi@on'to'the'leptons:'
"  Most'signal'events'only'have'one'b'tagged'jet'because'the'generated'

b'jets'are'too'sob'
'

8"

h"
a"

a"

b"

b"
τ"="e/µ/τh"

τ"="e/µ/τh"

Cécile'Caillol,'University'of'Wisconsin=Madison'

❖ Events can be triggered in ggF based on the 
leptonic decay of one of the τ


❖ Final states: bbeτh, bbμτh, bbeμ 
 → τhτh discarded because of high trigger thresholds 
 → ee and μμ discarded because of low BR/high bkg


❖ At least 1 b-tagged jet


❖ Backgrounds: 
 → tt from NLO Powheg 
 → W+jets, Z→ee/μμ/ττ LO Madgraph 
      (estimated from data) 
 → SM Higgs treated as background 
 → Single top and VV: Powheg/aMC@NLO 
 → QCD multi-jet from same sign data

 http://cds.cern.ch/record/2306329?ln=en

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2240709/files/cms-hig-16-015-arxiv.pdf
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2306329?ln=en
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H→aa→bbττ (New!)

❖ Categories (4) based on visible mass 
 → S/B in each category depend on m(a)


❖ Further selection based on MET and transverse mass


❖ Leading systematic unc. from bkg normalization 
and τ identification

Categoriza@on'

"  Low'mbττ'categories'
have'liLle'background'

"  Highest'mbττ'category'
(4)'contains'most'
backgrounds'!'used'to'
control'backgrounds'in'
low'mbττ'categories''
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DiHiggs motivations

Non-Resonant Resonant
❖ Direct access to Higgs self-coupling λ 
 
 
 
 

❖ Destructive interference: small rate 
→ σHH,SM =  33 fb @13 TeV


❖ BSM effect: early discovery 
 → Strong effect on rates and kinematics
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❖ Several motivations: 
 → XSM (baryogenesis) 
 → MSSM/2HDM  
 → Warped extra-dimension 
      ◼ Radion 
      ◼ Graviton


❖ Searches assume narrow width 
 → Spin 0 and 2 benchmark
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DiHiggs (in RunII) in practice
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Variety of final states to look at! Rely on one H  b→ b:

 bbbb : highest BR, high bkg. (multijet, tt)

 bb�� : very low BR, moderate bkg. (multijet+photons, single Higgs)

 bb⇤⇤ : compromise (moderate tt bkg.)

 bbWW* : high BR, high tt bkg.

 Loss from leptonic W decays

Higgs pairs in practice

XX)→BR(H

γZ γγ ZZ cc ττ gg WW bb

Y
Y
)

→
B
R
(
H
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γγ
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❖ bbbb: high BR, high bkg 
 → Non resonant and resonant 
 → bb can be resolved or not


❖ bbγγ: low BR, moderate bkg 
 → Non resonant


❖ bbττ: moderate BR and tt 
 → Non resonant and resonant


❖ bbWW: high BR, high bkg, neutrinos! 
 → Non resonant and resonant 
 → Can we overcome the neutrinos issue?


❖ Interesting perspective for HL-LHC!

10

EW Phase Transition  @ LHC
Tree-Level Effects: the    : the    xxSMSM (singlet scalar extension of the SM)(singlet scalar extension of the SM)

S. Profumo, M. Ramsey-Musolf, G. Shaughnessy, JHEP 0708 (2007) 010

Resonant Higgs Pair ProductionResonant Higgs Pair Production   @@  LHCLHC
hh

22

hh
11

hh
11

Discovery Mode of hh22 (if hh2  2    ZZZZ suppressed)

bb ττ ,  bb WW, bb γγ final states

M. Dolan, C. Englert, M. Spannowsky, Phys. Rev. D87 (2013) 5, 055002

J. M. No, M. Ramsey-Musolf, Phys. Rev. D89 (2014) 095031

Ongoing Collaboration 

Texas A&M - Umass Amherst - Sussex - Durham
T. Huang, J. M. No, L. Pernie, M. Ramsey-Musolf, A. Safonov, M. Spannowsky, P. Winslow, Work in Progress

H
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H → hh → bbbb (resolved)

❖ Novel techniques: 
 → New DeepCSV algorithm applied! 
      (DNN using also up to 6 tracks) 
 → B-jet energy regression from H→bb 
      (BDT which recover invisible b decay)


❖ QCD multijet background in SB 
(mass and b-tag reverted cuts) 
 →ABDC method


❖ Kin. fit to m(hh) spectrum


❖ B-tagging scale factors are the 
leading syst. uncertainty


❖ Limits on spin 0 & 2 resonances
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Figure 3: Illustration of SR and SB in the (mH1, mH2) plane used to motivate and validate the
parametric model for the QCD multijet background. The quantities mH1 and mH2 are the two
reconstructed Higgs boson masses after b tagging and kinematic selections for data in medium-
mass region.

jet. The shape of the mX distribution of the multijet events is estimated from data events in the
sideband regions and the kinematic turn-on and the tails are modeled separately. Then, three
search ranges are defined: LMR1= [250, 330] GeV and LMR2= [285, 625] GeV to address the
turn-on and the tail respectively, and one for MMR that covers the tail only.

For the kinematic turn-on in LMR, the functional form is tested on the mX distribution pre-
dicted for the SR from an “ABCD” method, involving the SB, as well as the SB and SR obtained
from the anti-tag selection. By combining the information of multiple control regions, a better
prediction of the mX distribution in the SR is achieved that accounts for potential differences
between SB and SR. The prediction for the SR would be A0 = C · B/D as function of mX. The
prediction is validated by comparing the prediction for SR and the actual SR in a kinematic
sideband defined by moving the Higgs boson mass window from 120 to 150 GeV, defined in
Table 1 (E0 = G · F/H and E).

For LMR1 the GaussExp [13] is used to fit the mX distribution, while in LMR2 and MMR the
Novosibirsk function [45] is used. The prediction for the mX distribution in LMR is shown
in Fig. 4 and compared to the actual distribution in the signal region. The validation of the
background model in SB for MMR is shown in Fig 5.

By comparing the numbers of data and simulated events of top quark pair production (tt) in
SR, tt is estimated to contribute approximately 10% and 15% of the selected events in the LMR
and the MMR, respectively. Since the tt contribution to the background is not significant and
exhibits a shape very similar to the multijet process, it is implicitly included in the data driven
estimate.
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Figure 5: The mX distribution in the sideband (SB) of the medium-mass region is presented in
data.

Table 2: Impact of systematic uncertainties on the signal efficiencies in the low-mass region
(LMR) and the medium-mass region (MMR).

Source of Impact in LMR (%) Impact in MMR (%)
systematic uncertainty Signal Signal

Jet energy scale 0.2 – 1.8 0.9 – 2.9
Jet energy resolution 0.9 – 2.1 1.0 – 1.5
b tagging scale factor 6.5 – 6.9 6.9–8.6

Trigger efficiency 6.4 – 9.0 5.3 – 7.0
PDF 1.5 – 2.2 2.1 – 3.5
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Figure 8: The observed and expected upper limits on the cross section for a spin-2 resonance
X ! H(bb̄)H(bb̄) at a 95% confidence level using data corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 35.9 fb�1 at

p
s =13 TeV using the asymptotic CLS method. Theoretical cross section

for the Bulk KK-Graviton, with k/MPl =0.5, kl =35, decaying to four b jets via Higgs bosons is
overlaid. The transition between LMR and MMR is based on the expected sensitivity, resulting
in the observed discontinuity.
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Figure 9: The observed and expected upper limits on the cross section for a spin-0 resonance
X ! H(bb̄)H(bb̄) at a 95% confidence level using data corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 35.9 fb�1 at

p
s =13 TeV using the asymptotic CLS method. Theoretical cross section

for the radion, with L = 3 TeV, kl =35, and no radion-Higgs boson mixing, decaying to four
b jets via Higgs bosons is overlaid. The transition between LMR and MMR is based on the
expected sensitivity, resulting in the observed discontinuity.

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-17-009/index.html
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the first trigger selection, four jets with pT > 30 GeV are required. Of those four jets two are
required to have pT > 90 GeV and three jets are required to be tagged as b jets. The second
trigger selection requires four jets with pT > 45 GeV and at least three jets of those have to be
identified as b jets.

Events are selected offline by requiring at least four b tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV and |h| <
2.4. Among these jets, two pairs are chosen and considered to be the Higgs boson candidates
H1 and H2. For the LMR, HH candidates are chosen from the four selected jets such that |mH �
120 GeV| < 40 GeV for each candidate Higgs boson. For the MMR, HH candidates are chosen
from the four selected jets such that the DR =

p
Dh2 + Df2 between the jets associated with

an H candidate is within 1.5, where Dh and Df are the differences in the pseudorapidities and
azimuthal angles of the two jets. In case of multiple HH candidates in an event, the combination
that minimizes the c2 defined in Eq. 1 is chosen.

After these event selection criteria are applied, the dijet invariant-mass resolution of mH1 and
mH2 is approximately 10–13%, depending on the pT of the reconstructed Higgs boson, with a
few percent shift on the value of the mass peak, relative to 125 GeV. The Higgs boson mass reso-
lution is further improved by applying multivariate regression techniques similar to those used
in the searches for SM Higgs boson decaying to bb in CMS [42, 43]. The regression estimates a
correction that is applied after the standard CMS jet-energy corrections, and it is computed for
individual b jets in an attempt to improve the accuracy of the measured energy with respect
to the b-quark energy. To this end, a specialized Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) [44] is trained
on simulated b jets from tt events, with inputs that include detailed jet structure and b tagging
information which differs in jets from b quarks from that of jets from light-flavor quarks or glu-
ons. The average improvement on the mass resolution, measured on simulated signal samples,
when the corrected jet energies are used is ⇡6-12%, depending on the pT of the reconstructed
Higgs boson. The usage of the regression technique increases the sensitivity of the analysis by
⇡5-25%. The validation of the regression technique in data is done with samples of Z ! ``
events with two b-tagged jets and in tt-enriched samples in the lepton+jets final state [42].

In the two dimensional space defined by the reconstructed masses of the two Higgs boson
candidates, mH1 and mH2, the Signal Region (SR) is defined as the circular region with c < 1,
where c is defined as:

c2 =

✓
mH1 � C

R

◆2
+

✓
mH2 � C

R

◆2
(1)

The center (C) is determined from average mean of mH1 and mH2 distributions for simulated
signal events and the radius (R) is 20 GeV. The center has been optimized separately for LMR
and MMR and found to be 120 GeV and 125 GeV, respectively. The cumulative selection effi-
ciency of these criteria for the graviton signal benchmark is reported in Fig. 1.

The mass of the resonance, mX, is computed as the invariant mass of H1 and H2 modified by
corrections to the jet pT are applied. In order to improve the resolution on the invariant mass of
the resonance, the constraint on the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates to 125 GeV is
exploited to correct the momenta of the reconstructed b jets. Since jet direction is reconstructed
with better resolution than jet pT, this constraint mainly benefits the latter. This improves the
invariant mass resolution of the reconstructed signal resonance by 20% – 40% depending on
the mass hypothesis.

The reconstructed invariant mass distributions for the signal with different mass hypotheses
are shown in Fig. 2.
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H → hh → bbbb (boosted)

❖ Starting from MX ~ 800 GeV 
 → 2 jets (R=0.8; double-b tagging) 
 → Jet is groomed to remove soft and wide-angle 
      radiation (soft-drop algorithm) 
 → Soft-drop jet mass peaks at the H mass for 
      signal events and reduces the mass of 
      background quark- and gluon-initiated jets


❖ Reduced mass for signal extraction: 
 → Mred = mJJ – (mJ

1
 – mH) – (mJ

2
 - mH)


❖ Background distribution falls monotonically 
 → Normalized by simultaneous fit CR and SR 
 → Signal modeled by a Gaus. and a Crystal Ball


❖ Limits on spin 0 & 2 resonances

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/B2G-16-026/index.html
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H → hh → bbbb (semi-resolved)

B2G-17-019

Analysis	Strategy	Semi-Resolved	
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bb	
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H	 H	
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7	

bb	H	

One	AK8	jet	
•  pT	>	300	GeV,	|η|	<	2.4,	tight	ID		
•  Double	b-tagger	>	0.3	(loose)	
•  105	<	Softdrop	mass	<	135	GeV	
•  Puppi	τ21	<	0.55	(loose)	

PAPER	Figure	1		

In	units	of	pb:	
QCD/tt	=	
xsec*35876./nEv	
Benchmarks	=		
150*35876./nEv	
Bulk	Gravitons	=	
75*35876./nEv	

Analysis	Strategy	Semi-Resolved	
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b	

b	

b	

Two	AK4	jets		
•  pT	>	30	GeV,	|η|	<	2.4	
•  Outside	of	AK8	jet	cone,	ΔR(j1,	j2)	<	1.5	
•  Deep	CSV	>	0.6632	(medium)	
•  90	<	Dijet	mass	<	135	
•  (j1+j2+nearest	unselected	AK4).M()	>	200	GeV	

H	

PAPER	Figure	2		

6. Results 13

6 Results317

The search for a resonance X decaying to HH ! bbbb with two merged H jets [26] is com-318

plemented with this analysis, covering the semi-resolved topology involving one merged H jet319

and one resolved H ! bb decay reconstructed using two b jets. The signal HH production is320

searched for as an excess of events in the mJjj,red spectra of the different signal event categories,321

as discussed in Section 4. The binned mJjj,red distributions of the signal and the background are322

fitted to the data (Figs. 3 (right)) using the asymptotic approximation of the modified frequen-323

tist approach for confidence levels, taking the profile likelihood as a test statistic [66–68]. The324

systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters and are profiled in the likelihood325

maximization. Upper limits at 95% confidence level are set on the product of the production326

cross section and the branching fractions s(pp ! X)B(X ! bbbb) . The uncertainties on the327

estimated background after the fit to the data are reduced by up to 5%, depending on the value328

of mJjj,red.329

Results are obtained using a statistical combination of the semi-resolved and fully merged330

event categories for the bulk graviton having a mass between 750–2000 GeV, and a radion with331

a mass between 750-1600 GeV. Above these mass ranges, the inclusion of the semi-resolved332

events does not improve the search sensitivity appreciably. The limits on s(pp ! X)B(X !333

bbbb) are depicted in Fig. 4, and tabulated in Tables 4 and 5 for the bulk graviton and the ra-334

dion, respectively. The limits for mX > 2000 GeV for the bulk graviton, and mX > 1600 GeV for335

the radion are those from Ref. [26]. The theoretical cross sections for s(pp ! X)B(X ! bbbb)336

using benchmark values of k/MPl = 0.5 and LR = 3 TeV are used to interpret the results in the337

context of the WED models. For these values, the branching fractions B(X ! bbbb) are 10%338

and 23%, for the graviton and the radion, respectively [69]. For LR = 3 TeV, a radion having a339

mass between 1000 and 1500 GeV is excluded at 95% confidence level.340
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Figure 4: The upper limits for a bulk graviton (left) and radion (right) signal scenario, combin-
ing merged selection and semi-resolved selection (where the events used in the merged case are
not considered in the semi-resolved analysis). The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow)
band indicate the regions containing 68% and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits
expected under the background-only hypothesis. The theoretical prediction is shown as the
blue line.

The inclusion of the semi-resolved event category improves s(pp ! X)B(Xbbbb) between 18%341

and 7%, for a bulk graviton in the mass range 750–2000 GeV. A much larger improvement—342
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Figure 3: (left) Fits in the mass sideband regions for the conversion rates Rp/f for a selection
rejecting merged events. (right) Comparison of signal, background estimation, and data, pre-
fit. For the upper and lower histograms the pseudorapidity intervals are Dh < 1.0 and 1.0 <
Dh < 2.0 respectively. The estimated background, calculated by applying the Rp/f to the antitag
region to estimate the background in the signal region, is represented as a histogram where the
shaded band shows the associated uncertainty. The tt + jets contribution from simulation is
represented in green. This is compared with data in the signal region, shown as points with
statistical error bars. The non-resonant benchmark 2 model signal as well as the bulk graviton
with a mass of 800 GeV signal are depicted in red and blue, respectively. The uncertainties
shown are at their prefit values.

❖ Lepton veto + selection based on Δη and 
MJjjred = mJjj – (mJ – mH) – (mj1+j2 - mH)


❖ Main background 
QCD (and tt which 
is ~10%)


❖ Limits on spin 0 & 2 
resonances
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hh → bbbb
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5

reject about 85% of background events from QCD and tt processes, while retaining 65% of HH
events. This selection corresponds to the best expected upper limit on the HH process when
accounting for the leading systematic uncertainties (see Sec.8).
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Figure 2: Distribution of the BDT output obtained for QCD, tt, and SM signal samples for events with
at least four b-tags. All components are normalized to one.

7 Background modelling
An accurate modelling of the background shape is crucial in this analysis, yet QCD multi-
jet final states are very complex to be modelled by simulation. Therefore, a fully data-driven
method, called hemisphere mixing, has been developed in order to extract a background tem-
plate. The method is different from commonly used techniques since it does not require the
presence of control regions or side-bands in order to extract the background estimation. The
starting point is to think at multijet events as the result of a very simple, tree-level 2 to 2 parton-
parton scattering, made complex by ”second order” effects. Taking such a standpoint one may
more clearly see that the kinematics of those two tree-level partons can be made the key to an
effective mixed model. The basic concept of the method is to divide each data event in two
hemispheres in order to create new events from the combination of those hemispheres. To cre-
ate a good background template the kinematics of the new events must be as similar as possible
to the one of the original data but also insensitive to the possible presence of signal. In order
to define the hemispheres, the transverse thrust axis is used. This is defined as the axis on
which the sum of the projections of the jets pT is maximum. The event can be divided into two
hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the transverse thrust axis.

The first step of the procedure is to create a library of hemispheres starting from the whole
dataset. Each event is divided in two hemispheres and these are stored in a library. Each event
in the dataset is then again divided into two hemispheres. For each of these, a kinematically
similar hemisphere is retrieved from the previously created library. The values of various jet-
related variables are considered to define a similarity criterion. A multi-dimensional distance
is computed with the input variables and the second nearest-neighbour hemisphere is chosen
to model the corresponding hemisphere of the original event. The two new hemispheres are
finally combined to create a mixed event. By applying this procedure to the whole set of events
of the data to be modelled, we obtain a new dataset which is kinematically similar to the origi-

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-026/index.html

❖ b-pairs are resolved 
 → 0.4 anti-kt PFjets 
 → CSV algorithm


❖ Selection based on kinematic 
 → Pair of b-jets by trying comb 
 → BDT separate S and B (xgboost) 
      → An improved version of gradient 
           descending 


❖ Accurate bkg modeling is fundamental! 
 → Hemisphere mixing technique (fully data-driven) 
 → Multijet events: result of 2 to 2 parton-parton 
      scattering, plus ”second order” effects 
 → Divide data events in two hemispheres 
 → Create new events from combination of 
      those hemispheres  
 → Mixed events insensitive to small signal
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(H →) hh → bbγγ

❖ Resonant and non resonant production 
 → 2 photons, 2 tagged b-jets 
 → MX= m(jjγγ) – m(jj) - m(γγ) + 250 GeV 
 → Categories in MX and BDT output


❖ Background: 
 → Multi-jet + photons, fake photons  
      (polynomials in the Bernstein basis) 
 → SM Higgs (from MC)


❖ 2D parametric fit on mγγ vs mjj


❖ Non resonant: 
 → Low σ⋅Br from SM: 1.67 fb  
 → Obs (exp): σ/σSM<19.2 (16.5)

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-17-008/index.html
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(H →) hh → bbττ

https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S037026931830008X

❖ 3 channels: 
 → τhτh, τhτμ, τhτe  
 → Kinematic fit to m(ττ) 
 → 2 jets with R=0.4


❖ Resolved: 
 → b-tag: 2b, 1b1j 
 → Elliptical m(ττ) vs M(jj) area

❖ Boosted 
→ 1 Jet (R=0.8), Sub-jet tagging 
→ Rectangular m(ττ)-M(jj) 
     selection


❖ Backgrounds 
 → QCD (data-driven) 
 → tt, Z+jet: MC
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Fig. 2. Distributions of the events observed in the signal regions of the τµτh final state. The first, second, and third rows show the resolved 1b1j, 2b, and boosted regions, 
respectively. Panels in the right column show the distribution of the mT2 variable, while the other panels show the distribution of the mKinFit

HH variable, separated in the 
low-mass (LM, left panels) and high-mass (HM, central panels) regions for the resolved event categories. Data are represented by points with error bars and expected 
signal contributions are represented by the solid (BSM HH signals) and dashed (SM nonresonant HH signal) lines. Expected background contributions (shaded histograms) 
and associated systematic uncertainties (dashed areas) are shown as obtained after the maximum likelihood fit to the data under the background-only hypothesis. The 
background histograms are stacked while the signal histograms are not stacked.

its intrinsic width is negligible compared to the experimental res-
olution. The observed and expected 95% CL limits are shown in 
Fig. 5, upper panel. The figure also shows the expectation for ra-
dion production, a spin-0 state predicted in WED models, for the 
parameters "R = 3 TeV (mass scale) and kl = 35 (size of the extra 
dimension), and assuming the absence of mixing with the Higgs 
boson. The corresponding cross section and branching fractions are 
taken from [71]. These model-independent limits are also inter-
preted in the hMSSM scenario [72,73], that is a parametrization of 

the MSSM that considers the observed 125 GeV Higgs boson as the 
lighter scalar predicted from the model (usually denoted as h in 
the context of the model), while the resonance of mass mS rep-
resents the heavier CP-even scalar (usually denoted as H in the 
context of the model). Excluded regions as a function of the mA
and tan β parameters, representing respectively the mass of the 
CP-odd scalar and the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of 
the two Higgs doublets of the model, are shown in Fig. 5, lower 
panel. The minimum of the sensitivity around mS = 270 GeV re-
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Fig. 5. (upper) Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on cross section times 
branching fraction as a function of the mass of the resonance mS under the hy-
pothesis that its intrinsic width is negligible with respect to the experimental res-
olution. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions 
containing 68  and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under 
the background-only hypothesis. The red line denotes the expectation for the pro-
duction of a radion, a spin-0 state predicted in WED models, for the parameters 
!R = 3 TeV (mass scale) and kl = 35 (size of the extra dimension), assuming the ab-
sence of mixing with the Higgs boson. (lower) Interpretation of the exclusion limit 
in the context of the hMSSM model, parametrized as a function of the tanβ and 
mA parameters. In this model, the CP-even lighter scalar is assumed to be the ob-
served 125 GeV Higgs boson and is denoted as h, while the CP-even heavier scalar 
is denoted as H and the CP-odd scalar is denoted as A. The dotted lines indicate 
trajectories in the plane corresponding to equal values of the mass of the CP-even 
heavier scalar of the model, mH. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

cross section as a function of anomalous couplings of the Higgs bo-
son. Upper limits at 95% CL on the HH cross section are obtained as 
a function of kλ = λHHH/λSM

HHH and kt = yt/ySM
t . The observed 95% 

CL upper limit corresponds to approximately 30 times the theoret-
ical prediction for the SM cross section, and the expected limit is 
about 25 times the SM prediction. This is the highest sensitivity 
achieved so far for SM HH production at the LHC.

Fig. 6. (upper) Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on cross section times 
branching fraction as a function of kλ/kt . The inner (green) band and the outer 
(yellow) band indicate the regions containing 68  and 95%, respectively, of the dis-
tribution of limits expected under the background-only hypothesis. The two red 
bands show the theoretical cross section expectations and the corresponding un-
certainties for kt = 1 and kt = 2. (lower) Test of kλ and kt anomalous couplings. 
The blue region denotes the parameters excluded by the data at 95% CL, while the 
dashed black line and the grey regions denote the expected exclusions and the 1σ
and 2σ bands. The dotted lines indicate trajectories in the plane with equal values 
of cross section times branching fraction that are displayed in the associated la-
bels. The diamond-shaped symbol denotes the couplings predicted by the SM. The 
theory predictions and the expected and observed limits are symmetric through a 
(kλ, kt) ↔ (−kλ, −kt) transformation. In both figures, the couplings that are not ex-
plicitly tested are assumed to correspond to the SM prediction. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. Distributions of the events observed in the signal regions of the τhτh final state. The first, second, and third rows show the resolved 1b1j, 2b, and boosted regions, 
respectively. Panels in the left column show the distribution of the mKinFit

HH variable and panels in the right column show the distribution of the mT2 variable. Data are 
represented by points with error bars and expected signal contributions are represented by the solid (BSM HH signals) and dashed (SM nonresonant HH signal) lines. 
Expected background contributions (shaded histograms) and associated systematic uncertainties (dashed areas) are shown as obtained after the maximum likelihood fit to 
the data under the background-only hypothesis. The background histograms are stacked while the signal histograms are not stacked.

to set constraints on anomalous kλ and kt couplings as shown 
in Fig. 6, lower panel, where the c2, c2g, and cg couplings are 
assumed to be equal to zero. The branching fractions for the de-
cays of the Higgs boson into a bb and ττ pair are assumed to 
be those predicted by the SM for all the values of kλ and kt
tested.

9. Summary

A search for resonant and nonresonant Higgs boson pair (HH) 
production in the bbττ final state is presented. This search uses a 
data sample collected in proton–proton collisions at 

√
s = 13 TeV

that corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1. The 
three most sensitive decay channels of the τ lepton pair, requir-

ing the decay of one or both τ leptons into final-state hadrons 
and a neutrino, are used. The results are found to be statistically 
compatible with the expected standard model (SM) background 
contribution, and upper limits at the 95% confidence level are set 
on the HH production cross sections.

For the resonant production mechanism, upper exclusion lim-
its at 95% confidence level (CL) are obtained for the production 
of a narrow resonance of mass mS ranging from 250 to 900 GeV. 
These model-independent results are interpreted in the context of 
the hMSSM scenario, where a region in the parameter space corre-
sponding to values of mA between 230 and 360 GeV and tan β ! 2
is excluded at 95% CL.

For the nonresonant production mechanism, the theoretical 
framework of an effective Lagrangian is used to parametrize the 

Non-Resonant
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H → Vh → qqττ / H → hh → bbττ

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/B2G-17-006/index.html

❖ Substructure techniques 

❖ Final state/selection: 
 → h to τh/τh, τμτh, τeτh 
 → msoftd(jj) ϵ [105-135] GeV 
 → m(ττ) from kin. fit 
 → Categories based on #τh, 
      τ12 and b-tag jets  
 → No τ12 cut if b-jets are 
     present


❖ Background: 
 → tt, t+X: 
   ◼	Shape from simulation 
   ◼ Normalization from a CR 
 → V+jets 
   ◼	Shape from m(jj) sidebands correct for MC 
   ◼ Normalization from fit to m(jj) distribution

3

ECAL and HCAL energies.

The identified particles are clustered into jets using the anti-kT algorithm [42], implemented in
the FASTJET package [43]. Two different distance parameters are used, R = 0.4 and R = 0.8,
referred to as AK4 and AK8 jets, respectively. AK4 jets are used primarily to reject or select
events with top quarks, while the larger AK8 jets are used to identify and contain hadronically
decaying W, Z and Higgs boson candidates. The charged hadron subtraction (CHS) pileup mit-
igation algorithm discards charged particles not originating from the primary vertex, defined
as the one with the highest sum of the p

2
T of the physics objects. The physics objects are the jets,

clustered with the tracks assigned to the vertex as inputs to the jet finding algorithm, and the
associated missing transverse momentum, taken as the negative vector sum of the pT of those
jets. The residual contamination from neutral pileup particles is estimated to be proportional
to the event energy density and the jet area, and is removed from the jet energy calculation. Jet
momentum is determined as the vectorial sum of all particle momenta in the jet, and is found
from simulation to be within 5 to 10% of the true momentum over the entire pT spectrum and
detector acceptance. Jet energy corrections are derived from simulation, and are confirmed
with in situ measurements of the energy balance in dijet and g+jets events. Additional selection
criteria are applied to each event to remove spurious jet-like features originating from isolated
noise patterns in certain HCAL regions. The AK4 and AK8 jets must have pT > 20 GeV and
200 GeV, respectively, and |h| < 2.4 to be considered in the subsequent steps of the analysis.

To determine the mass of the jet and the values of the substructure variables used to identify
hadronic decays of the bosons, the so-called pileup per particle identification (PUPPI) algo-
rithm [44] is applied to AK8 jets instead of CHS. The PUPPI algorithm uses local shape in-
formation, event pileup properties, and tracking information together in order to compute a
weight describing the likelihood for each particle to originate from a pileup interaction. The
weight is used to rescale the particle four-momenta, superseding the need for further jet-based
corrections. The PUPPI constituents are subsequently clustered with the same algorithm used
for CHS jets, and then matched to the AK8 jets clustered with the CHS constituents, which are
used for the kinematic selection.

Subsequently, the soft-drop algorithm [45, 46], designed to remove contributions from soft ra-
diation, is applied to the AK8 PUPPI jets. The soft drop jet mass mj is defined as the invariant
mass associated with the four-momentum of the soft drop jet. Dedicated mass corrections,
derived from data in a region enriched with tt events containing merged W(qq) decays, are
applied to mj, to remove any dependence on the jet pT and to match the jet mass and resolution
observed in data.

The two-prong decay of massive W and Z boson candidates is used to discriminate against
jets initiated from quarks and gluons. The constituents of the jet are clustered again with the
kT algorithm, and the procedure is stopped when N subjets are obtained. Subsequently, the
N-subjettiness as defined in Ref. [47] is calculated on the PUPPI-corrected jet for the one and
two subjet hypothesis as

tN =
1
d0

Â
k

pT,kmin(DR1,k, DR2,k, . . . , DRN,k). (1)

The normalization factor is d0 = Âk pT,kR0, where R0 is the radius of the original jet, the index
k increments over the jet constituents, and DRN,k are the angular distances defined for two
particles as DR =

p

(Dh)2 + (Df)2, and calculated here with respect to the axis of the N
th

subjet. For the ratio of 2-subjettiness to 1-subjettiness, t21 = t2/t1, small values correspond to

6 6 Background estimation

gle top quark production, and V+jets, which accounts for Z+jets and W+jets, multijet, and SM
diboson production.

The normalization of the top quark pair and single top quark background is determined in
dedicated control regions enriched in top quark events. Control regions with a high purity of
top quark events are found by inverting the b tag veto on the AK4 jets and further tightening
the b tag selection. Events are separated according to the lepton flavour and the requirements
on the large-cone jet identification. Data are found to be described well by simulations in terms
of the jet and di-jet resonance mass distributions. Multiplicative scale factors are determined
in order to correct for the difference in the normalization between data and simulation in the
control regions, after subtracting the other background contributions. Scale factors, derived
in the semileptonic control regions, are applied also to the fully hadronic channel, where the
statistics are lower. The normalization of top quark pair and single top quark processes in each
region is corrected with the use of scale factors, which are reported in Table 1, and depend on
the selection applied on the large cone jet for a given category.

Table 1: Normalization scale factors for top quark production for different event categories.
Uncertainties are due to the limited size of data statistics in the control regions and the uncer-
tainty on the b tagging efficiency.

Channel t21 LP t21 HP 1 b-tagged subjet 2 b-tagged subjets
`th 0.96 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.06 1.00 ± 0.06 1.11 ± 0.15

The estimation of the contribution of the V+jets background is based on data, in regions de-
fined by applying the full signal region selection except the jet mass requirements. Data are
divided into the fully hadronic (thth) and the semileptonic (`th) channels. Two jet-mass side-
bands (SBs) are defined with jet masses in the range 30–65 GeV for the low sideband (LSB),
or above 135 GeV for the high sideband (HSB), and used to predict the background contribu-
tion in the signal region (SR). Analytic functions are fit to the simulated distributions of the jet
mass, considering separate shapes for V+jets and top quark production. The normalization of
the V+jets background is extracted by fitting the data with the sum of all contributing back-
ground processes in the jet mass sidebands, after fixing all the non V+jets processes shape and
normalizations, as shown in Fig. 2 for the HP t21 category of semileptonic events.

The procedure is repeated with an alternative function for the V+jets jet mass modeling and the
difference in the normalization is considered as a systematic uncertainty. The expected number
of background events in each signal region is reported in Table 2.

The simulated resonance mass distributions are fit in the sideband and signal regions with
analytic functions in order to determine the expected background shapes. The shape of the
resonance mass (mX) for the V+jets background in the signal region is determined through the
use of a transfer function, determined from simulations as

a(mX) =
N

MC,bkg

SR
(mX)

N
MC,bkg

SB
(mX)

(2)

where N
MC,bkg

SR
(mX) and N

MC,bkg

SB
(mX) are probability distribution functions that model the sim-

ulated resonance mass in the SR and SBs. Then the shape of the V+jet background in the SR is
extracted from data events in the sideband, after subtracting the top background estimated by
simulation, and multiplying by the a(mX) transfer function. The resonance mass distribution
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(H → ) hh → bbWW

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP01%282018%29054

❖ 2 OS leptons and 2 b-jets 
 → Background: tt (MC) and DY (from data  
      enriched with DY+jets) 
 → Loose kin. selection, DNN will do the rest


❖ Parametric training of the DNN will 
compensate shortcomings arising from: 
 → Train with single mass point 
      and apply the training to all masses 
 → Train a mix of unlabelled mass points


❖ Three mjj bins, limits derived on the DNN 
output shape


❖ Largest syst. uncertainty on tt 
normalization


❖ Potential room for improvements? 
 → Bringing HME into the game!
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Figure 8. Left: expected (dashed) and observed (continuous) 95% CL upper limits on the product
of the Higgs boson pair production cross section and branching fraction for HH → bbVV → bbℓνℓν
as a function of κλ/κt. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions
containing 68 and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the background-
only hypothesis. Red lines show the theoretical cross sections, along with their uncertainties, for
κt = 1 (SM) and κt = 2. Right: exclusions in the (κλ, κt) plane. The red region corresponds
to parameters excluded at 95% CL with the observed data, whereas the dashed black line and
the blue areas correspond to the expected exclusions and the 68 and 95% bands (light and dark
respectively). Isolines of the product of the theoretical cross section and branching fraction for
HH → bbVV → bbℓνℓν are shown as dashed-dotted lines. The diamond marker indicates the
prediction of the SM. All theoretical predictions are extracted from refs. [12–17, 84].

8 Summary

A search for resonant and nonresonant Higgs boson pair production (HH) is presented,

where one of the Higgs bosons decays to bb, and the other to VV → ℓνℓν, where V is

either a W or a Z boson. The LHC proton-proton collision data at
√
s = 13TeV collected

by the CMS experiment corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1 are used.

Masses are considered in the range between 260 and 900GeV for the resonant search,

while anomalous Higgs boson self-coupling and coupling to the top quark are considered

in addition to the standard model case for the nonresonant search.

The results obtained are in agreement, within uncertainties, with the predictions of

the standard model. For the resonant search, the data exclude a product of the production

cross section and branching fraction of narrow-width spin-0 particles from 430 to 17 fb, in

agreement with the expectations of 340+140
−100 to 14+6

−4 fb, and narrow-width spin-2 particles

produced with minimal gravity-like coupling from 450 to 14 fb, in agreement with the

expectations of 360+140
−100 to 13

+6
−4 fb. For the standard model HH hypothesis, the data exclude

a product of the production cross section and branching fraction of 72 fb, corresponding to

79 times the SM cross section. The expected exclusion is 81+42
−25 fb, corresponding to 89+47

−28

times the SM cross section.
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Figure 6. The DNN output distributions in data and simulated events, for the e+e− (top), e±µ∓

(middle), and µ+µ− (bottom) channels, in three different mjj regions: mjj < 75GeV, mjj ∈
[ 75, 140 )GeV, and mjj ≥ 140GeV. The parameterised resonant DNN output (left) is evaluated
at mX = 400GeV and the parameterised nonresonant DNN output (right) is evaluated at κλ = 1,
κt = 1. The two signal hypotheses displayed have been scaled to a cross section of 5 pb for display
purposes. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties, while shaded bands show post-fit systematic
uncertainties.
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Figure 7. Expected (dashed) and observed (continuous) 95% CL upper limits on the product
of the production cross section for X and branching fraction for X → HH → bbVV → bbℓνℓν,
as a function of mX. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions
containing 68 and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the background-
only hypothesis. These limits are computed using the asymptotic CLs method, combining the
e+e−, µ+µ− and e±µ∓ channels, for spin-0 (left) and spin-2 (right) hypotheses. The solid circles
represent fully-simulated mass points. The dashed red lines represent possible cross sections for the
production of a radion (left) or a Kaluza-Klein graviton (right), assuming absence of mixing with
the Higgs boson [49]. Parameters used to compute these cross sections can be found in the legend.

e±µ∓ channels. The observed upper limit on the SM HH → bbVV → bbℓνℓν cross section

is found to be 72 fb, in agreement with an expected upper limit of 81+42
−25 fb. Including

theoretical uncertainties in the SM signal cross section, this observed upper limit amounts

to 79 times the SM prediction, in agreement with an expected upper limit of 89+47
−28 times

the SM prediction.

In the BSM hypothesis, upper limits are set as a function of κλ/κt, as shown in figure 8

(left panel), since the signal kinematics depend only on this ratio of couplings. Red lines

show the theoretical cross sections, along with their uncertainties, for κt = 1 (SM) and

κt = 2. The theoretical signal cross section is minimal for κλ/κt = 2.45 [84], corresponding

to a maximal interference between the diagrams shown on figure 1.

Excluded regions in the κt vs. κλ plane are shown in figure 8 (right panel). The signal

cross sections and kinematics are invariant under a (κλ,κt) ↔ (−κλ,−κt) transformation,

hence the expected and observed limits on the production cross section, as well as the

constraints on the κλ and κt parameters respect the same symmetry. The red region in the

panel corresponds to parameters excluded at 95% CL with the observed data, whereas the

dashed black line and the blue areas correspond to the expected exclusions and the 68 and

95% bands. Isolines of the product of the theoretical cross section and branching fraction

for HH → bbVV → bbℓνℓν are shown as dashed-dotted lines.
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FIG. 1: Left, individual networks with input features
(x1, x2), each trained with examples with a single value of
some parameter ✓ = ✓a, ✓b. The individual networks are
purely functions of the input features. Performance for in-
termediate values of ✓ is not optimal nor does it necessarily
vary smoothly between the networks. Right, a single network
trained with input features (x1, x2) as well as an input pa-
rameter ✓; such a network is trained with examples at several
values of the parameter ✓.

that the resulting inference is Bayesian. In the studies

presented below, we simply use equal sized samples for

a few discrete values of ✓̄. Another issue is that some or

all of the components of ✓̄ may not be meaningful for a

particular target class. For instance, the mass of a new

particle is not meaningful for the background training

examples. In what follows, we randomly assign values to

those components of ✓̄ according to the same distribu-

tion used for the signal class. In the examples studied

below the networks have enough generalization capacity

and the training sets are large enough that the resulting

parameterized classifier performs well without any tuning

of the training procedure. However, the robustness of the

resulting parameterized classifier to the implicit distribu-

tion of ✓̄ in the training sample will in general depend on

the generalization capacity of the classifier, the number

of training examples, the physics encoded in the distribu-

tions p(x̄|✓̄, y), and how much those distributions change

with ✓̄.

TOY EXAMPLE

As a demonstration for a simple toy problem, we con-

struct a parameterized network, which has a single in-

put feature x and a single parameter ✓. The network

is trained using labeled examples where examples with

label 0 are drawn from a uniform background and exam-

ples with label 1 are drawn from a Gaussian with mean

✓ and width � = 0.25. Training samples are generated

with ✓ = �2,�1, 0, 1, 2; see Fig. 2a.

As shown in Fig. 2, this network generalizes the so-

lution and provides reasonable output even for values
of the parameter where it was given no examples. Note

that the response function has the same shape for these

values (✓ = �1.5,�0.5, 0.5, 1.5) as for values where train-

ing data was provided, indicating that the network has

FIG. 2: Top, training samples in which the signal is drawn
from a Gaussian and the background is uniform. Bottom,
neural network response as a function of the value of the input
feature x, for various choices of the input parameter ✓; note
that the single parameterized network has seen no training
examples for ✓ = �1.5,�0.5, 0.5, 1.5.

successfully parameterized the solution. The signal-

background classification accuracy is as good for values

where training data exist as it is for values where training

data does not.

1D PHYSICAL EXAMPLE

A natural physical case is the application to the search

for new particle of unknown mass. As an example, we

consider the search for a new particle X which decays

to tt̄. We treat the most powerful decay mode, in which

tt̄ ! W+bW�b̄ ! qq0b`⌫ b̄. The dominant background

is standard model tt̄ production, which is identical in

final state but distinct in kinematics due to the lack of

an intermediate resonance. Figure 3 shows diagrams for

both the signal and background processes.

We first explore the performance in a one-dimensional

case. The single event-level feature of the network is

mWWbb, the reconstructed resonance mass, calculated

using standard techniques identical to those described

in Ref. [14]. Specifically, we assume resolved top quarks

in each case, for simplicity. Events are are simulated at

parton level with madgraph5 [15], using pythia [16]

for showering and hadronization and delphes [17] with
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Bonus: Heavy Mass Estimator

3.2 Missing Mass Calculator

Due to the undetected neutrinos in the final state, it is impossible to combine energy-

momentum vectors of all final components to find the invariant mass of heavy Higgs boson,

therefore the Missing Mass Calculator (MMC) [? ? ] is used to reconstruct the heavy

Higgs boson mass.

To better explain the MMC algorithm, we assume that all visible variables are perfectly

measured, and no pileup e↵ects the object reconstruction. Both Standard Model Higgs

bosons will be on-shell, but at least one of two W bosons will be o↵-shell. The label 1

marks the on-shell W (W1 ! µ1⌫1). Under the above assumptions, we could describe

kinematics with the following equations:

E/T x = px(⌫1) + px(⌫2) (3.1)

E/T y = py(⌫1) + py(⌫2) (3.2)
q
p
2
4(`1, ⌫1) = MW , 20 <

q
p
2
4(`2, ⌫2) < 45 GeV (3.3)

(p4(`1) + p4(`2) + p4(⌫1) + p4(⌫2))
2 = M

2
h (3.4)

Where E/T x, E/T y are the x- and y-components of the E/T vector, p4 represents the energy-

momentum vector and px,py are the x- and y-components. The momentum carried away by

each neutrinos could be described by 3 unknown parameters, giving a total of 6 unknowns.

As seen in equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, four constraints could reduce the number of unknowns

to two. We therefore randomly generate the two unknowns, that in our case are the pseudo-

rapidity and global � of one neutrino, and we solve the system. A single generation of the

two unknowns is called one iteration, and, if the equations admit solution, it produces a

MMC value.

To e�ciently produce a large amount of iterations, the pseudo-rapidity and global � of

neutrino are sampled according to probability density functioin taken from simulation. To

include resolution e↵ects in MMC, correction on jets and E/T are applied with constraint

that invariant mass of two jets equals to higgs boson mass. In addition, the higgs boson

mass and W boson mass used in MMC are generated according to gaussian function to

take care of intrinsic width of higgs boson and W boson repectively.

For each events, we generate thousands of di↵erent iterations, however, not all solutions

of this under-constraints system are equal likely. For example, the mass of o↵-shell W

boson and on-shell W boson obtained solving the system could work as reference to assign

probability for di↵erent solutions. The global joint probability density function (PDF)

of on-hell W boson mass and o↵-shell W mass could be acquired by simulation, and a

properly defined global likelihood could incorporate the probability by comparing on shell

W boson mass and o↵ shell W boson mass from each solutions with PDF.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the global likelihood computed by MMC peaks around the

true heavy Higgs boson mass and therefore the most probable mass from likelihood is

taken as the reconstructed mass of this event. The probability corresponding to the MMC

value selected is defined as max(MMC), and it will be used as one of input variables of

Multi Variate Analysis (MVA). As shown in right plot in Fig. 2, MMC well reconstructs

– 11 –

❖ The momentum of each neutrino described by 3 unknown parameters: 6 unknowns  
 → 4 constraints could reduce the number of unknowns to two 
 → We randomly generate the two unknowns: η and φ of one neutrino 
 → We solve the system  
 → A single generation of the two unknowns is called one iteration, and, if the equations 
admit solution, it produces a MMC value (the estimator for MH value)

❖ To explain the method… let’s make some initial assumption: 
 → All visible variables are perfectly measured (no pileup) 
 → Both SM Higgs bosons on-shell 
 → At least one of two W bosons off-shell ("1" marks the on-shell one: W1 → μ1ν1)


❖ Under the above assumptions, kinematics described by:

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.96.035007
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Bonus: Heavy Mass Estimator
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❖ Produced large amount of iterations, the η  and φ of neutrino, according to 
probability density function from simulation


❖ To include resolution effects in MMC, correction on jets and ETmiss are applied with 
constraint that invariant mass of two jets equals to m(h). In addition, the higgs boson 
mass and W boson mass used in MMC are generated according to gaussian function 
to take care of intrinsic width of H and W boson respectively. 

True MH value

Each  MMC iteration produce  
a value that fill this distribution

The maximum of the distribution estimates 
the true MH value

(Y axis value corresponding to maximum 
is the MMC probability)

https://
journals.aps.org/

prd/abstract/
10.1103/PhysRevD.

96.035007
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Bonus: Heavy Mass Estimator
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❖ The maximum of the MMC likelihood if the MMC value fore each event 

❖ The final MMC distribution has a resolution that depends on the mass point 

❖ In the case of tt MMC impose 
unnatural kinematic condition: 
 → Equations have no solution 
 → MMC value peak below tt mass 

❖ MMC mass in the final discriminating 
variable we use to derive limits
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https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.96.035007
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Conclusions

❖ Program of dedicated searches for non-standard decays of the Higgs boson ongoing 
 → Room for BSM Higgs boson decays 
 → Signatures motivated by broad range of phenomenology 

❖ Fundamental to provide a simple way to reinterpret 
CMS results (e.g. model independent limits) 

❖ HH crucial during High Luminosity: 
 → Right: projection fo the sensitivity to gg → HH 
      with 3 ab-1 assuming theory syst. reduced by 2 
      (based on 2015 results) 

❖ It is NOT just redoing analysis with more statistic! 
  → Carefully explore all phase space 
       (resolved, boosted, semi-boosted…) 
  → Novel techniques application 
       (parametric learning, HME…) 

❖ Exciting times ahead of us!

 

04/04/18 - 3rd CMS HH workshop (LLR) - Sébastien Wertz (CP3/UCLouvain) 16

Upgrade studies
CMS upgrade:

 New all-silicon tracker, |⌘|<4, track-trigger
 Barrel calorimeters: new electronics

 New endcap calo. (high granularity)

 Muon detectors to |⌘|<2.8

 Trigger: L1 @ 750 kHz, HLT @ 7.5 kHz

expected uncertainty

2− 1− 0 1 2 3 4 5

bbbb

VVbb

bbττ

bbγγ

ECFA16 S2 ECFA16 S2+

Stat. Only

= 13 TeVsProjectionCMS HH→SM gg 

μ  

μ

μ

μ

Dedicated studies: PAS-FTR-15-002

 DELPHES1 fast parametric simulation
 Gen-level MC smeared

 bb��, bb⇤⇤, bbVV(l⇣l⇣, l⇣jj)

Combined, with systematics:

SM: 1.9⌅, 54% precision on ⌅
SM

Extrapolations of 2015 analyses: PAS-FTR-16-002

 bb��, bb⇤⇤, bbbb, bbVV(l⇣l⇣)

 Different scenarios:

 No systematics (“stat. only”)

 Scenarios with reduced theory 

uncertainties & reduced systematics 

(≈ future detector performances)

1 JHEP02(2014)057https://cds.cern.ch/record/2266165?ln=en
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Backup
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The Compact Muon Solenoid
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Extending the Higgs sector

�28

Model Description Higgs bosons

SM 
(one doublet of complex 

scalar fields)

3 d.o.f. give mass to W± and Z, 
Yukawa couplings generate 

fermion mass
h

SM + real singlet Used in the context of EWK 
baryogenesis, DM… h, H

2HDM 
(contains a second doublet)

Prerequisite for SUSY, 
natural in GUT, 

DM originating from 2HDM
h, H, A, H±

2HDM + complex singlet 
(e.g. NMSSM)

Solve the mu-problem in MSSM 
(where H(125) is unnaturally heavy) h1, h2, h3, a1, a2, H±

SM + triplet Natural explanation for small 
neutrino masses h, H, A, H±, H±±

❖ Higgs sector could be extended in many ways.

❖ Plus: many other exotic models…
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What do we know about SM Higgs?

❖ Higgs-like particle has been observed: 
  → mH = 125.09 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.11(syst) 
  → ΓH < 26 MeV (for fΛQ=0 at the 95% CL.) 
  → JPC = 0++ 
(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsHIG)


❖ No SUSY has been discovered so far, but: 
→ Still good to focus in naturalness  
→ General interest on sparticles with influence on quadratic 
     term in Higgs potential 
→ See if newly found resonance is part of an extended  
     Higgs sector is of primary importance!


❖ Still room for BSM decay of Higgs boson: 
 → BR (h→BSM) < 34% at 95% CL

Searching	for	dark	interac/ons	in	the	
decays	of	h125	

•  BR	(	h125	à	BSM)	<	34%	at	95%	CL	 2	

JHEP	08	(2016)	045	

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.02266.pdf

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsHIG
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.02266.pdf
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Supersymmetry ~ 1Hz.

Inelastic “background” 
events produced at a rate 
of 1 GHz.

• Cross sections and background 
estimates (measured, calculated/predicted) 
tell us what minimum energy and 
luminosity we need from the colliding 
beams and therefore what rates the 
detector must be able to handle

•Production dynamics determine the range 
of energies and angles we need to 
measureJETS

Detectable Higgs 
production ~ 1 milliHz.
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FIG. 1: Left, individual networks with input features
(x1, x2), each trained with examples with a single value of
some parameter ✓ = ✓a, ✓b. The individual networks are
purely functions of the input features. Performance for in-
termediate values of ✓ is not optimal nor does it necessarily
vary smoothly between the networks. Right, a single network
trained with input features (x1, x2) as well as an input pa-
rameter ✓; such a network is trained with examples at several
values of the parameter ✓.

that the resulting inference is Bayesian. In the studies

presented below, we simply use equal sized samples for

a few discrete values of ✓̄. Another issue is that some or

all of the components of ✓̄ may not be meaningful for a

particular target class. For instance, the mass of a new

particle is not meaningful for the background training

examples. In what follows, we randomly assign values to

those components of ✓̄ according to the same distribu-

tion used for the signal class. In the examples studied

below the networks have enough generalization capacity

and the training sets are large enough that the resulting

parameterized classifier performs well without any tuning

of the training procedure. However, the robustness of the

resulting parameterized classifier to the implicit distribu-

tion of ✓̄ in the training sample will in general depend on

the generalization capacity of the classifier, the number

of training examples, the physics encoded in the distribu-

tions p(x̄|✓̄, y), and how much those distributions change

with ✓̄.

TOY EXAMPLE

As a demonstration for a simple toy problem, we con-

struct a parameterized network, which has a single in-

put feature x and a single parameter ✓. The network

is trained using labeled examples where examples with

label 0 are drawn from a uniform background and exam-

ples with label 1 are drawn from a Gaussian with mean

✓ and width � = 0.25. Training samples are generated

with ✓ = �2,�1, 0, 1, 2; see Fig. 2a.

As shown in Fig. 2, this network generalizes the so-

lution and provides reasonable output even for values
of the parameter where it was given no examples. Note

that the response function has the same shape for these

values (✓ = �1.5,�0.5, 0.5, 1.5) as for values where train-

ing data was provided, indicating that the network has

FIG. 2: Top, training samples in which the signal is drawn
from a Gaussian and the background is uniform. Bottom,
neural network response as a function of the value of the input
feature x, for various choices of the input parameter ✓; note
that the single parameterized network has seen no training
examples for ✓ = �1.5,�0.5, 0.5, 1.5.

successfully parameterized the solution. The signal-

background classification accuracy is as good for values

where training data exist as it is for values where training

data does not.

1D PHYSICAL EXAMPLE

A natural physical case is the application to the search

for new particle of unknown mass. As an example, we

consider the search for a new particle X which decays

to tt̄. We treat the most powerful decay mode, in which

tt̄ ! W+bW�b̄ ! qq0b`⌫ b̄. The dominant background

is standard model tt̄ production, which is identical in

final state but distinct in kinematics due to the lack of

an intermediate resonance. Figure 3 shows diagrams for

both the signal and background processes.

We first explore the performance in a one-dimensional

case. The single event-level feature of the network is

mWWbb, the reconstructed resonance mass, calculated

using standard techniques identical to those described

in Ref. [14]. Specifically, we assume resolved top quarks

in each case, for simplicity. Events are are simulated at

parton level with madgraph5 [15], using pythia [16]

for showering and hadronization and delphes [17] with

Parameterized Machine Learning for High-Energy Physics, Pierre Baldi, Kyle Cranmer et all. arXiv:1601.07913v1 [hep-ex] 28 Jan 2016 

❖ Parametric training of a Deep Neutral Network 
 → Used in CMS-PAS-HIG-17-006*


❖ Solve several common issue: 
 → Train a single mass point 
      and apply DNN to all masses 
 → Train a mix of unlabelled mass points 
 → Train different DNNs using few mass  
      points


❖ Plus allow: 
 → Smooth interpolation 
 → Optimal continuous performances


❖ Ongoing: adding HME (whole shape!) to DNN
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FIG. 3: Feynman diagrams showing the production and de-
cay of the hypothetical particle X ! tt̄, as well as the dom-
inant standard model background process of top quark pair
production. In both cases, the tt̄ pair decay to a single charged
lepton (`), a neutrino (⌫) and several quarks (q, b).

the ATLAS-style configuration for detector simulation.

Figure 4a shows the distribution of reconstructed masses

for the background process as well as several values of

mX , the mass of the hypothetical X particle. Clearly

the nature of the discrimination problem is distinct at

each mass, though similar to those at other masses.

In a typical application of neural networks, one might

consider various options:

• Train a single neural network at one intermediate

value of the mass and use it for all other mass val-

ues as was done in Refs. [11, 12]. This approach

gives the best performance at the mass used in the

training sample, but performance degrades at other

masses.

• Train a single neural network using an unlabeled

mixture of signal samples and use it for all other

mass values. This approach may reduce the loss in

performance away from the single mass value used

in the previous approach, but it also degrades the

performance near that mass point, as the signal is

smeared.

• Train a set of neural networks for a set of mass

values as done in Refs. [9, 10]. This approach

gives the best signal-background classification per-

formance at each of the trained mass values, de-

grades for mass values away from the ones used in

training, and leads to discontinuous performance as

one switches between networks.

In contrast, we train a single neural network with an

additional parameter, the true mass, as an input feature.

For a learning task with n event-level features and m
parameters, one can trivially reconcieve this as a learning

task with n+m features. Evaluating the network requires

supplying the set of event-level features as well as the

desired values of the parameters.

These neural networks are implemented using the

multi-layer perceptron in PyLearn2, with outputs treated

with a regressor method and logistic activation function.

Input and output data are subject to preprocessing via

a scikit-learn pipeline (i.e. MinMaxScaler transforma-

tion to inputs/outputs with a minimum and maximum

of zero and one, respectively). Each neural network is

trained with 3 hidden layers and using Nesterov’s method

for stochastic gradient descent. Learning rates were ini-

tiated at 0.01, learning momentum was set to 0.9, and

minibatch size is set to treat each point individually (i.e.

minibatch size of 1). The training samples have approx-

imately 100k examples per mass point.

The critical test is the signal-background classification

performance. To measure the ability of the network to

perform well at interpolated values of the parameter –

values at which it has seen no training data – we com-

pare the performance of a single fixed network trained

at a specific value of m0
X to a parameterized network

trained at the other available values other than m0
X . For

example, Fig. 4 compares a single network trained at

m0
X = 750 GeV to a parameterized network trained with

data at mX = 500, 1000, 1250, 1500 GeV. The parame-

terized network’s input parameter is set to the true value

of the mass (m0
X , and it is applied to data generated at

that mass; recall that it saw no examples at this value of

m0
X in training. Its performance matches that of the sin-

gle network trained at that value, validating the ability of

the single parameterized network to interpolate between

mass values without any appreciable loss of performance.

FIG. 4: Top, distributions of neural network input mWWbb

for the background and two signal cases. Bottom, ROC curves
for individual fixed networks as well as the parameterized net-
work evaluated at the true mass, but trained only at other
masses.

* https://link.springer.com/article/
10.1007%2FJHEP01%282018%29054

DNN: a novel approach


